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Did the Athenian Ecclesia 
Legislate after 403/2 B.C.? 

Mogens Herman Hansen 

I N AN EARLIER ARTICLE 1 I argued that nomoi were passed by the 
nomothetai, that nomoi superseded psephismata and that the ypac/>~ 
v6JLov JL~ E7TLT~SEWV BELvaL was introduced as a special type of 

public action against unconstitutional nomoi, whereas the ypacp~ 
7Tapav6JLwv henceforth could be brought only against psephismata. But 
these distinctions are purely formal. I shall now turn to the crucial 
question: was there any difference in substance between nomoi and 
psephismata? and ifso, was the distinction respected by the Athenians?2 

As is well known the essential difference between nomoi and 
psephismata is reflected in Greek legal thought and expressed by the 
philosophers. 

ARIST. Eth.Nic. 1137b13-14 and 27-29: '" «> IL~V v6ILoc Ka86Aov 7T(Xc. 7TEpl 

" ~, , .. ' , () ~ 'A () '\ 27 29 ~ \" \ ~ \ EVLWV 0 Ovx OLOV TE op wc £t7TELV Ka OI\OV. - : TOVTO yap aLTLOV KaL TOV PIT) 
I \, f' " \ " , ~ I () I () I " .1..J.. ' 7TaVTa KaTa VOILOV EwaL. OTL 7TEpL EVLWV aovvaTOV EC aL VOILOV. WCTE 'f'TJ'f'LClLaTOC 

SEt. 
ARIST. Pol. 1292a4-7: ETEpOV S~ ElSoc SYJp.oKpaTLac T&Ma lL~v ElvaL TaVT<x. 

I ~. f' \, ~() \ \ \ I ~ ~ \ I " \ .1. .J..' KVpLOV 0 ELvaL TO 7TI\TJ oc KaL ILTJ TOV vOlLov. TOVTO OE YWETaL OTav Ta 'f'TJ'f'LclLaTa 
I ..! _,_, \ \ \. I 32 37" \ \ I" .,," 

KvpLa U aJ\l\a ILTJ 0 VOILOC. - : 07TOV yap ILTJ VOILOL apxovcw. OVK ECTL 7TOI\LT£ta. 

SEt yap TOV IL~V v6p.ov apXELv 7TavTwv (TWV Ka()6Aov>. TWV S~ Ka()' EKacTa TaC 
, ~ 'I \ " .,,, "~ "_ 
apxac. KaL TavTTJv 7TOI\LT£taV KpWELV. WCT EL7TEp ECTL oTJlLoKpana ILLa TWV 

7ToALTELWV. c/>aVEpov WC ~ TOLaVTTJ KaTaCTaCLC EV V ifJTJq,tclLaCL 7TaVTa SLOLKEtTaL. 

1 "Nomos and Psephisma in Fourth-Century Athens," GRBS 19 (1978) 315-30 [hereafter, 
HANsEN]. 

2 Most scholars argue that the distinction was acknowledged in theory by the Athenians 
after the democratic restoration in 403/2 but that in practice it had largely broken down 
in the course of the first decades of the fourth century. Cf, G. Busolt, Griechische Staatskunde 
I (Munchen 1920) 458; U. Kahrstedt, "Untersuchungen zu athenischen BehOrden II. 
Die Nomotheten und die Legislative in Athen," Klio 31 (1938) 12-18; A. R. W. Harrison, 
"Law-making at Athens at the End of the Fifth Century B.C.," ]HS 75 (1955) 26-35; 
V. Ehrenberg, The Greek State (Oxford 1960) 57; M. Ostwald, Nomos and the Beginnings of 
the Athenian Democracy (Oxford 1969) 2; F. Quass, Nomos und Psephisma (Munchen 1971) 71; 
]. de Romilly, La loi dans lapensie grecque (Paris 1971) 209; P.]. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule 
(Oxford 1972) 50-52. 
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,~, ~ , , '0'" ~, .1. ''/'' ,. 0 '\ (d OVOE: 0'Y/l-'oKpa:rux KVpHJJC' OV E:V yap E:VOE:XE:Ta£ 'f''Y/'t'£cp.a E:~va£ Ka OI\OV. e. 

Ross OCT). 
[PI.] DeJ. 415B: NOMOE SOYI-'a 1T'\'r700VC 1TO'\£T£KOV OUK E:tc T£va Xpovov 
acpwp"I-'EVOV. lJIHcIJ[EMA SOYI-'a 1TO'\£T£KOV dc nva Xpovov acpwp"I-'EVOV. 

From this evidence it is apparent that a nomos is a general and 
permanent rule whereas a psephisma is an individual rule or a rule 
with a limited period of validity. But the definitions found in Aristotle 
and the Corpus Platonicum are made without reference to Athens. 
Was the same distinction between nomos and psephisma applied by the 
Athenians after the restoration of the democracy in 403/2? This 
question can, I suggest, be answered in the affirmative. (I) The 
revised law code of 403-399 included a nomos defining or at least 
delimiting nomos as a general rule. (2) The preserved nomoi and 
psephismata of the period 403/2-322/1 show that the concept of nomos 
introduced in 403/2 was, with a few exceptions, consistently applied 
by the Athenians. 

I 

The law delimiting the concept of law is quoted by Andocides in 
his speech On the Mysteries 87: NOMOI· a:ypacplfJ o~ VOl-'lfJ Tac apxac I-'~ 

~ 8 I:' \ \ t I .1. I.J.. I:' \ I:' \ I Q \ ~ I I:' I I XPTJC a£ I-'TJOE: 7TE:p£ E:voc. 't'TJ't'£cl-'a OE: I-'TJOE:V I-'TJTE: tJOVIlTJC I-'TJT€ OTJI-'0V V0l-'0V 
Kvp£cf)7'€poV €tvei£. I-'TJO~ E7T' avop, v61-'0v Eg€iva£ 8€iva£, Eav I-'~ TOV aVTov 

bTl. mxCLv lt8TJvalOLC, Eav I-'~ igaK£cx£AlotC o6fl1 KPV{J0TJV I/JTJc/>'~OI-"vo£c. 
That this law was fundamental for the restored democracy is proved 
by the frequency with which it is quoted or paraphrased by the 
orators.3 By defining a nomos as a rule binding on all Athenians, a 
distinction is introduced between general rules (passed as nomoi) and 
individual rules (passed as psephismata). Admittedly, the law quoted 
by Andocides is vague and obscure like most Athenian nomoi, but its 
provisions can be interpreted in the light of actual nomoi and psephis
mata passed by the Athenians in the fourth century. An individual 
rule is primarily a rule relating to a person or a group of persons men
tioned by name. A rule relating to a group of unnamed persons or 
even to a single unnamed person is often a general rule falling within 
the scope of nomos.4 The Athenian law code included, for example, a 

3 Prohibition against ad hominem legislation: Dem. 23.86, 218; 24.18, 59,116,159, 188; 
35.45,46.12. Laws supersede decrees: Dem. 23.87, 218; 24.30; Hyperid. 5.22. 

4 In the speech Against Midias (Dem. 21.3 1-32) Demosthenes emphasizes the importance 
of distinguishing between an office and the individual who holds the office. The passage 
is concluded with the phrase: ,; yap 8~cp.o8'T7JC ov1)mk av8pcfnrwv [CT' ovop.a Cr..\,\a rilc ".&,\~wc. 
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nomos allowing Eft7TOPOL and vavKAYJpoL to bring a 8tKYJ ift7TOPLK-rJ5 and 
a nomos instructing the archon to take care of orphans and heiresses 
(Dem. 43.75). Conversely, a rule binding on all Athenians is not a 
general rule if it regulates a particular case. In 352/1, for example, 
the Athenians passed a psephisma prescribing that forty triremes be 
launched, that all classes up to the age of forty-five be called up to 
man the ships and that an eisphora of 60 talents be imposed (Dem. 
3.4). Such a psephisma is binding on all Athenians, but it is not a 
permanent rule since it will become a dead letter when it has been 
carried out and those who do not turn up have been duly punished. 6 

Now the law defining nomos refers, as quoted by Andocides, only to 
individual persons and not to individual cases, but Andocides quotes 
only a few lines of the law, and the revision of the code in 403-399 is 
in itself an indication that the new concept of nomos was given the 
wider interpretation suggested above. The purpose of the revision of 
the code was to make order in the welter of thesmoi, nomoi and 
psephismata transmitted since Draco and Solon 7 and to make those 
rules which were valid available to the Athenians by inscribing the 
revised code on a stele set up in the Stoa Basileios.8 Since no clear 

5 Dem. 32.1, 33.1. Cf. S. Isager and M. H. Hansen, Aspects rif Athenian Society (Odense 
1975) 86. A man becomes ;P.7TOpOC or vaiJKAT}pOC simply by exercising the profession. There 
was, of course, no trace of a juridically defined 'commercial class' in Athens: if. E. E. 
Cohen, Ancient Athenian Maritime Courts (Princeton 1973) 114ff. 

6 It is, of course, impossible to fix any period oflimitation after which a psephisma was a 
dead letter. The levying of eisphora, for example, was always warranted by a psephisma TOU 

8~p.ov. In Dem. 22.42-68=Dem. 24.160-75 we hear that the Athenians in 356/5 ap
pointed an extraordinary commission to collect arrears of eisphora, some of them dating 
back to the archonship ofNausinicus (378/7). So apsephisma might be enforced more than 
twenty years after it had been passed. We must, however, bear in mind that the arrears of 
eisphora were currently recorded by the practores and that the collection of money was 
based on the official list of state-debtors and only indirectly warranted by the original 
psephisma. 

7 Cf. D. M. MacDowell, Andocides On the Mysteries (Oxford 1962) 194-99. For a full 
bibliography cf. S. Dow in Historia 9 (1960) 292-93 supplemented with A. Fingarette in 
Hesperia 40 (1971) 330ff. 

8 Andoc. 1.84-85. Cf. H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Agora rif Athens 
(Princeton 1972) 88-90. It may seem surprising that apart from Andocides' reference we 
have no other mention of the law code inscribed in the Stoa Basileios. Scores of nomoi are 
quoted in the forensic speeches, but when an orator occasionally states where he has read 
the law, the reference is either to a stele (Lys. 1.30; Dem. 47.71, 59.75-76) or to the Record 
Office in the Metroon (Dem. 25.99; Lycurg. 1.66; Harp. s.u .• Yetroon). A reasonable 
explanation of the silence of our sources about the code in the Stoa Basileios is that the 
new code was upheld in its unrevised form for only a short period and the revisions soon 
'proved to be so extensive that the idea of a comprehensive publication inscribed on the 
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distinction between types of rule existed before 403, it must have been 
an important and difficult task to decide which of all the enactments 
still valid in 403/2 were to be included among the nomoi. The code 
inscribed on stone presupposed a distinction both between general 
and individual rules and between permanent and temporary rules; 
I suggest that the conceptual difference between nomos and psephisma 
was developed and refined precisely in connection with the revision 
of this code.9 Although we know very little about the revision, we can 
safely assume that rules relating to individual persons such as 
honorary decr~es and citizenship decrees were excluded. But 
similarly, decrees prescribing despatches of troops, declarations of 
war, levying of eisphora etc. must have been excluded, although they 
were binding on all Athenians. In this case the criterion for the 
exclusion must have been that the enactment related to an individual 
case and was of temporary validity. 

On the basis of the law in Andoc. 1.87 as interpreted above the 
distinction between nomoi and psephismata can be schematized and 
illustrated with Athenian enactments of the fourth century: 

TEMPORARY PERMANENT 

Psephisma that forty triremes be Nomos eisangeltikos against anyone 

...:I launched, that all classes up to who attempts to overthrow the 

~ the age of forty-five be called up democracy or to betray the 
III z to man the ships and that an eis- Athenian armed forces or to c; phora of 60 talents be imposed speak to the people after taking 

(Dem.3.4). bribes (Hyperid. 3.7-8). 

Psephisma that Demosthenes be Psephisma bestowing citizen rights 

~ crowned with a golden crown to on Dionysius I of Syracuse and 
§ be awarded in the theatre at the all his descendants and granting 

~ Greater Dionysia (Aeschin. 3.49). permanent right of prosodos to the 
~ people and to the council (IG IP 

103). 

wall had to be abandoned. Around 380, for example, the presidency of the ecclesia and of 
the boule was transferred from the prytaneis to the proedroi (if. W. K. Pritchett in CSCA 5 
[1972] 164--69 no.2). This reform alone must have entailed innumerable revisions in the 
code, and it was probably impossible to erase the passages in question and insert the 
corrections in the text on the wall (if. the law quoted in Dem. 24.20-23, which has been 
subject to at least three corrections ca 380). Perhaps as early as in the 390's the idea of a 
law code cut in stone was abolished as impracticable, and henceforth nomoi were probably 
published on some more perishable material and a nomos was inscribed on stone only when 
the nomothetai so decided. 

9 Cf. MacDowell, op.cit. (supra n.7) 127, and Harrison, op.cit. (supra n.2) 27. 
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In this model, nomos is defined as a general and permanent rule, 
psephisma as an individual rule and/or a rule with a limited period of 
validity. The model is in agreement with the definitions of nomos and 
psephisma offered by the philosophers; it was, I suggest, applied by 
the Athenians in the revision of the law-code in 403/2-399, but the 
important problem is: was it respected by the Athenians during the 
eighty years of democratic government from 403/2-322? The prob
lem is complex and can be split into two questions: (a) are there any 
examples of general and permanent rules passed as psephismata? and 
(b) are there any examples of individual or temporary rules taking 
the form of a nomos? 

II 

I shall begin with the psephismata and ask whether the preserved 
decrees of the people include examples of general and permanent 
rules which ought by their contents to have been given as nomoi. 

(a) Alliances, conclusions of peace and similar enactments in
variably take the form of a psephisma,10 although a treaty is regularly 
a general permanent rule. In 375, for example, the Athenians and 
the Corcyreans concluded a CVfLfLaxla Elc TOV aEt Xpovov (IG 112 97 = 
Bengtson 263). The provisions are, of course, binding on all Athen
ians, and it is difficult to imagine a more permanent rule than an 
alliance for all time to come. Nevertheless there is no example of a 
treaty taking the form of a nomos. Now a contemporary jurist will 
undoubtedly object that treaties come within the law of nations and 
cannot be classified as legislation in the proper sense. A law is a rule 
binding on the citizens within a state whereas a treaty is an agree
ment between two or more states.ll But did the Athenians acknowl
edge the same difference between treaties and laws? The evidence is 
scarce but in my opinion sufficient. In a central passage of the 
Politics (1298a3-7) Aristotle distinguishes between four different 

10 Cf. e.g. IG IP 98 (=Bengtson 267) Alliance between Athens and Kephallenia, lines 
6-7 [Tcih ,pht/Jlcp.an T[wt8£, and lines 23-25 [TO 8~ ,p~t/J]tcp.a 0 ypap.p.a[T£vc avaypa,paTw ... 
Xen. Hell. 3.5.16 (=Bengtson 223) Alliance between Athens and Boiotia, 1TaVT£c 8' 
~,p'T]t/JlcaVTo {Jo'T]8£iv aVToic. 8pact5{Jov>.oc 8~ a1TOlepwap.£voc TO ,p~.p,cp.a leal ToiJTO b£8£{ICVVTO, 

11 The dualist view of the relationship between international law and state law. Cf. 
J. G. Starke, An Introduction to International Law (London 1947) 4Off, and G. Schwarzen
berger, A Manual of International Law (London 1947) 19ff. 
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types of decision belonging to 'TO {1oVA€v6JL€vOV and made by the 
sovereign body of government. The first type is enactments 1T€P~ 

\ , \. , \ '\ ~ \' Th d . 7TOI\El-tOV Kat EtP'TJV71C Kat cVJLJLaxtac Kat otaI\VC€Wc. e secon type IS 

enactments 7T€P~ v6JLwv. A similar distinction between laws and 
treaties is made in the Rhet. ad Alex. 1423a21ff. Admittedly, neither 
Aristotle nor the author of the Rhet. ad Alex. writes about Athens, but 
since all Athenian treaties in the fourth century are passed as 
psephismata and not a single one as a nomos, it must be admissible 
to conclude that the Athenians did in fact distinguish between 
legislation in the proper sense (nomoi) and agreements between states 
passed as psephismata. 

(b) Apart from treaties there are indeed very few examples of 
general and permanent psephismata. The epigraphical evidence com
prises 482 decrees of the people.12 Among these I have found no 
more than ten examples of enactments which may have been general 
permanent rules passed by the ecclesia in the form of a psephisma. 

1. Hesperia 40 (1971) 280-301 no.7. Theozotides' psephisma (nomos?) 
about state aid to orphans (403/2 or shortly afterwards). Since the decree 
ends with a list of the names of the orphans it is primarily an individual 
rule. On the other hand, I have previously argued 13 that the decree, in 
order to provide the necessary money for the rearing of the orphans, may 
have included the proposal discussed in the speech Against Theozotides, viz. 
that the daily allowance to men serving in the cavalry be reduced from 
one drachma to four obols, while the daily allowance to t7T7TOTog6TaL be 
increased from two obols to eight.14 If so, there can be no doubt that the 
enactment was in part a general permanent rule. 

2. IG IP 45. Lexfiscalis (378/7). Enactment concerning debtors to the 

12 Cf. Hansen 317 n.6. A rough classification of the decrees according to their contents 
gives the following result: 100 decrees of unknown contents; 282 citizenship decrees and honorary 
decrees (28 citizenship decrees, 32 honorary decrees for Athenians, 191 honorary decrees 
for metics and xenoi, 31 honorary decrees for either Athenians or metics/xenoi); 67 decrees 
relating to foreign policy (40 alliances, 6 symbolai and symbola, 7 decrees relating to envoys, 
8 decrees relating to the relations between Athens and another named city, 2 decrees about 
syntaxis, 2 decrees about cleruchies, 2 decrees relating to naval expeditions); 21 decrees 
relating to cult; 5 decrees relating to the administration of justice; 7 decrees of various contents. 

13 The Sovereignty of the People's Court in Athens in the Fourth Century B.C. and the Public 
Action against Unconstitutional Proposals (Odense 1974) 45-46. Cf. Hansen 320 n.18. 

14 In 431 Athens had 1000 {7r7r~ic and 200 {7r1TOTO,oTa£. We do not know the numbers 
for the years around 400, but if we accept the same proportion (5: 1) the state must, by 
accepting Theozotides' proposal, have saved four obols in the case of each group of five 
{1T1T£rc and one {1T1TOTO,OT"lC. 
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state. Neither the preamble nor the publication-formula is preserved and 
it is impossible to decide whether the fragment is part of a nomos or a 
psephisma. Accepting the restorations in lines 5-6 we must infer that the 
enactment included a catalogue of names of state-debtors. Lines 7-15 
contain instructions to the practores (who were responsible for the collection 
of debts and the recording of the names of the debtors). Nothing prevents 
us from classifying the enactment as a psephisma, in which case it should be 
recorded as a decretumfiscale and not as a lex fiscalis. 

3. Hesperia 32 (1963) 2 no.2=SEG XXI 255. De mysteriis (s.IV p. prior). 
Enactment concerning the mysteries. Too little is preserved to decide 
whether the provisions are general permanent rules or individual regula
tions for a specific occasion. So the enactment may be either a nomos or a 
psephisma. 

4. Hesperia 26 (1957) 52-53 no.9=SEG XVI 50. Decretum de mysteriis 
(ca med. s. IV); if. SEG XVII 21, XXI 257. A fragment inscribed with 
regulations for sending out heralds for the truce for the mysteries. A large 
unpublished fragment of the same stele contains instructions to the 
basileus, the thesmothetai, the Eumolpidai and the Kerykes. The regulations 
are permanent general rules, and the type of enactment ought to be a 
nomos. Neither the introduction nor the conclusion is preserved, and so the 
enactment may be a nomos passed by the nomothetai. The title should be 
changed to lex de mysteriis. 

5. Hesperia 7 (1938) 294-96 no.20=SEG XVI 55. De ludis (Eleusine?) 
instituendis decretum 330/29( ?). Enactment regulating afestival. In this case 
too there can be no doubt that the provisions preserved are general per
manent rules which ought to have been passed by the nomothetai as a nomos. 
But again there is no indication of whether the fragment is a decision made 
by the nomothetai or by the ecclesia. In BSA 51 (1956) 3-5 A. M. Woodward 
proposed the following restoration ofline 3: 8e8ox(}at TWt 8~p.wt, avaypaif;ac
(}at 7Tapa T Nv cT~A7Jv . .. I would prefer e.g. e80g€ TOtC vop.o(}hatC avaypaif;at 
7Tapa T]¥ CT~A7Jv. " and the title De ludis instituendis lex. 

6. Hesperia 37 (1968) 267-68 no.3 =SEG XXV 82. Lex sacra de Dipoliis et 
Bouphoniis (s. IV). General provisions regulating the Dipolieia and the 
Bouphonia. In Hesperia the decision is described as "a decree," but since 
neither the preamble nor the publication-formula is preserved, the enact
ment can be either a nomos made by the nomothetai or a psephisma passed by 
the ecclesia. 

7. IG IP 125 =Tod 154 (357/6). Decree ordering a trial of those who 
joined in the campaign against Eretria; and a provision that any Athenian 
or ally who in future joins in a campaign against Eretria or another allied 
city shall be punished with death and the confiscation of property. Further
more, it is decreed that any allied city which infringes these provisions be 
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liable to a fine to be paid to the koinon. The decree is concluded with some 
honours bestowed upon those who came to the aid of the Athenians. This 
enactment is a psephisma introduced with [E'80tEV TCV£ 8N/Lw£. It contains 
first an individual temporary rule, but then follows a general provision 
binding on all Athenians. The third provision is an order issued to the 
allies, and the fourth is an honorary decree. Although the decree deals 
with foreign policy, it may be argued that the second provision ought to 
have been passed as a nomos and not merely included in a psephisma. We 
must, however, bear in mind that the prohibition is binding both on the 
Athenians and the allies, and so a nomos (binding on the Athenians only) 
would not be a proper form of enactment. 

8. IC 112 204 (if. ]HS 49 [1929] 185, 72 [1952] 31; SEC XXV 64). 
De cippis terminalibus (352/1). Lines 1-5( ?). Lines 5-16: election of ten 
private Athenians and five councillors empowered to pass judgement 
about the boundary line of the tEpa opyac. Lines 16-23: provision that the 
tEpa opyac and all other sanctuaries in future be supervised by the council 
of the Areopagus and various other officials in addition to those mentioned 
by the law in each individual case. Lines 23-54: the Delphic oracle is to be 
consulted as to whether the tEpa opyac shall be leased or left untilled; the 
procedure for the consultation is described in detail. Lines 54--65: regula
tions concerning the publication of the decree in question and of a 
previous decree; grant of a per diem to the envoys to Delphi and to the 
board of judges empowered to delimit the boundary line of the {Epa opyac. 

Lines 65-73: the 1TWA'Y}TCX[ are instructed to provide the opo£ marking the 
boundary of the {Epa opyac. Lines 74--84: list of the envoys and the judges 
appointed by the assembly. Lines 85-86: delegation of power to the 
council to make amendments and additions to the decree. This enactment 
is explicitly described as a psephisma (line 85) and most of its provisions are 
indeed individual decisions of temporary validity. But the psephisma 
includes among its provisions in lines 16-23 a general permanent rule 
which undoubtedly ought to have been passed by the nomothetai as a 
nomos: lm]/LEAEi'cOcx£ [8]~ TfjC tEpiXc opya8oc KCXt TWV aUw[v {EpWV a17'avT]wv 

- 'AO I ,\ - '" - • I '\ [' \ , "] ., \ I TWV n 'Y}V'Y}C£V CX17'O T'Y}COE T'Y}C 'Y}/LEpCXC EtC TOV CXEt XPOVOV OV C TE 0 VO/LOC KEI\EVE£ 

\ • I 'A \ [\ R \ \ \] '[e] 'A' I \ \ \ 17'Ep£ EKCXCTOV CXVTWV KCX£ T 'Y}V /"OVI\'Y}V T'Y}V E S np£LOV 17'CXYOV KCXt -rOV CTpCXT'Y}yOV 

-rOV £17'1, T~[V cpVA]CXK~[V TfjC X]WpCXC KEXEtPOT0V'Y}/LEVOV KCXt TOVC 17'EpmOAa[px]ovc 

KCXt -rOVC [8'Y}]/Lapxovc KCXt T~V {10VA~V -r~v !lEL {10VAEVOV[ ccxv] KCXL -rWV aU[ wv 

l40]'Y}vcx[wv TO/L {10VAO/LEVOV TP017'W£ OTW£ av [£17']tCTW[V]TCXt. 
9 IC 112 334 (if. Syll.3 271; SEC XVIII 13, XXI 269, XXV 65). Decree 

relating to the Lesser Panathenaea (336-34). The motion-formula 
£}/J'Y}cp[cOCXt TWt 8-r]fLWt (line 7) shows that the enactment is a decree of the 
people. It contains instructions to a board of {Ep017'OtO[ about the sacrifices 
at the Lesser Panathenaea. There can be no doubt about the permanent 
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nature of the regulations, but the decree is inscribed on the lower part of a 
stele. The top of the stele was found in 1938 and contains an enactment of 
the nomothetai relating to the financing of the Lesser Panathenaea (SEC 
XVIII 13; see p.39). 

10. IC IP 412. Legisformula (post a. 336/5). Enactment relating to the 
administration of justice, probably a law regulating the phasis procedure 
(if. lines 7-8). Neither the introduction nor the conclusion is preserved, 
and the enactment may be a nomos passed by the nomothetai. 

Of these ten enactments Theozotides' decree (I) was presumably 
passed before the introduction of nomothesia by nomothetai. 15 (2) and 
(3) may have been individual decisions, and nothing is known about 
the form of enactment. (4), (5), (6) and (10) are general permanent 
rules to be passed by the nomothetai. They are usually classified as 
psephismata but without sufficient evidence. In all four cases a new 
fragment may turn up inscribed with the formula O€OOX8a, TOLe 

vO/Lo8lTaK. (7) is a debatable example since it deals with foreign 
policy and since the general rule laid down is binding not only on the 
Athenians but also on the allies, and so we are left with (8) and (9) as 
the only unquestionable examples of general permanent rules passed 
as psephismata. In (8) the permanent rule is only one provision among 
several which correctly take the form of a psephisma, and in (9) there 
is a gap of several lines (?) between the preserved part of the nomos 
(SEG XVIII 13) and the psephisma passed by the people (IG IP 334). 
It may be suggested that the psephisma was inscribed below the nomos 
because the enactment of the demos was referred to the nomothetai and 
ratified by them. 

(c) The literary sources provide us with some 220 examples of 
psephismata passed by the ecclesia in the period 403/2-322/1. The vast 
majority are individual and/or temporary decisions,16 but I have 

15 We do not know when the regular nomothesia was introduced. The terminus post quem is 
Tisamenus'decree (Andoc. 1.83-84) passed late in 403. The terminus ante quem is the law 
quoted in Andoc. 1.87, in which nomoi are opposed to psephismata of the people and of the 
council. The distinction between nomoi and enactments of the demos indicates that nomoi 
were no longer passed by the demos but by the nomothetai (if. Hansen 322). The law quoted 
in Andoc. 1.87 cannot be dated more precisely than prior to the trial of Andocides, which 
took place in the autumn of 400 (if. MacDowell, op.cit. [supra n.7] 204-05). The revision 
of the code was not completed until 399 (if. Dow, op.cit. [supra n.7] 272 and 291), and so 
the law about nomothesia was probably included in the code inscribed on stone. 

16 Cf. Hansen 319 n.15. A rough classification of the decrees according to their contents 
gives the following result: 3 decrees qf unknown contents; 60 citizenship decrees and honorary 
decrees (24 citizenship decrees, 25 honorary decrees for Athenians, 11 honorary decrees for 
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collected eleven instances of general permanent rules enacted by the 
ecclesia in the form of a psephisma and not by the nomothetai as a nomos. 

1. Decree prescribing that all StKa, and Sta'Ta, adjudged during the 
democracy be valid and that the laws be enforced from the archons hip of 
Euclides on (Andoc. 1.87, 93). The decree must be connected with the 
amnesty and dated 403/2. 

2. Decree renewing a Solonian law by which all xenoi are debarred from 
keeping a shop in the Agora (Dem. 57.31) unless they pay a special tax, 
the g€V'KOV (Dem. 57.34). The decree is proposed and carried by Aristo
phon of Azenia and may be dated 403/2 (if. Hansen 320 n.17). 

3. Decree prescribing exemption from punishment if anybody kills a 
person who attempts to establish a tyranny, or to betray the city, or to 
overthrow the democracy (Lycurg. 1.124-25). The decree must be dated 
403/2 or shortly afterwards. 17 

4. Amendment of the SOK'I-'acia TWV apxwv (Lys. 26.9, 20; if. Hansen 
319). The exact content of the decree is unknown, but it is apparent from 
Lysias' speech that former oligarchs through the amendment could be 

metics or xenoi); 106 decrees relating toforeign policy (14 alliances, 12 declarations of war and 
conclusions of peace, 14 decrees ordering the despatch of an embassy, 5 decrees relating to 
oaths and to envoys from other cities, 10 decrees relating to mobilization of the army and 
the navy, 22 decrees ordering the despatch or the recall of armed forces, 8 decrees con
cerning the defence of the country, 4 decrees relating to the vindication ofa claim against 
another city, 5 decrees relating to the Naval Confederacy, 2 decrees relating to cleruchies, 
10 decrees of unknown contents relating to foreign policy); II tkcrees relating to public 

finances (5 decrees ordering the collection of a debt to the state, 2 decrees relating to the 
payment of a debt, 3 decrees concerning the Theoric and the Stratiotic Funds, I decree 
imposing an eisphora); 15 tkcrees relating to the administration cif justice (3 decrees initiating an 
eisangelia, 4 decrees initiating an ci7r64>rx.c,c, 1 decree resulting from an chrOx€'pOTOvlrx., 2 
decrees ordering instant execution, I decree ordering imprisonment, 3 decrees relating to 
amnesty or pardon, I decree ordering the revision of the rolls of citizens) ; 4 tkcrees relating 
to procedure (2 decrees appointing a board of nomothetai, 2 decrees ordering the prytaneis to 
summon an ecclesia); 5 tkcrees relating to public works and/or the cult; 4 decrees cifvarious contents 
(3 decrees relating to the border district of Attica, 1 decree of unknown content relating to 
€vd{l€,rx.). On Tisamenus' and Phormisius' decrees if. n.26. Decrees preserved on stone and 
decrees quoted or referred to in the literary sources rarely overlap. There are only six 
instances of decrees known from both types of source, viz. Theozotides' decree 403/2 (Lys. 
fr.6=Hesperia 40 [1971] 280-301); Alliance between Athens and Boiotia 395/4 (Xen. 
Hell. 3.5.16= IG IP 14); Honorary decree for exiled Thasians ca 385 (Dem. 20.59-63= 
IG IP 33); Alliance between Athens and Thebes 378/7 (Diod. 15.29.7=IG IP 40); 
Alliance between Athens and the Thracian princes 357/6 (Dem. 23.173=IG IP 126); 
Citizenship decree for Alcimachus 337/6 (Harp. s.v. Alcimachus=IG IP 239?). 

17 "After the Thirty" (Lycurg. 1.124). The decree referred to by Lycurgus may be a 
republication of Demo ph ant us' decree passed in 410/9 and quoted by Andocides (1.96-98). 
Demophantus' name is mentioned by Lycurgus in 127. 
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debarred from holding office. The decree must be dated 403/2 or shortly 
afterwards. 1 B 

5. Decree providing that any poor or disabled citizen be entitled to a 
daily pension of one obol.19 The decree must be dated 403/2 or shortly 
afterwards (cJ. Hansen 319 n.16). 

6. Decree providing for state aid for the rearing of children of Athenian 
citizens who died under the oligarchy while fighting for democracy. The 
subsidy amounts to one obol a day to each orphan. Furthermore it is 
presumably decreed, in order to provide the necessary money, that the 
daily allowance to men serving in the cavalry be reduced from one 
drachma to four obols, while the daily allowance to [1T7ToTo~oTa, be 
increased from two obols to eight (cJ. Hansen 320 and supra p.32). The 
decree is proposed and carried by Theozotides of Kikynna. I t is indicted 
as unconstitutional but is upheld by the court (cJ. Hansen 327). The 
decree must be dated 403/2 or shortly afterwards (cJ. Hansen 320). 

7. Decree prohibiting on pain of death exportation of weapons and 
shipbuilding supplies to Philip of Macedon during the war (Dem. 19.286-
87). The decree is proposed and carried by Timarchus of Sphettus as a 
member of the Council and must be dated 347/6.20 

8. Decree concerning the Athenian participation in the meetings of the 
Amphictyonic synedrion. It is decreed for all time that the [€Po1-'V~1-'wv and 
the 7TvAay6pot shall attend only the regular meetings of the synedrion in 
accordance with the ancestral customs (viz. the spring and autumn 

18 It is most unlikely that in 403 any kind of atimia was imposed on any Athenian except 
the Thirty, the Ten, the Ten in the Piraeus, and the Eleven (Lys. 26.2-3; if. M. H. 
Hansen, AtimistraiJen i Athen i Klassisk Tid [Odense 1973] 8-9 and 130-31). So the law/ 
decree referred to by Lysias must have contained a provision by which it was possible to 
reject a candidate without maintaining that he wasformally debarred from holding office. 
Now in the Ath.Pol. 55.4 Aristotle describes a reform of the dokimasia which must have had 
precisely this effect: ... €Ct.v 8£ p."18dc {3ov>':YJTat KaT"IYOPEiv, Ev8vc 8l8wct TTJV .pfjcf>ov. KaL 
7Tp6TEPOV P.EV de €V'{3a>">"E TTJV rpfjcf>ov, vvv 8' avaYK"I 7TavTae €eTL 8tarp"lcf>l,fe8aL 7Tfpl aVTwv, iva, 
(lV TLC 7TOV"IPOC WV a7TaN\a.fn Tove KaT"Iy6povc, €7TL Toic 8LKaCTaic Y'V"ITaL TOVTOV a7To8oKLp.acaL. 
The amendment referred to by Lysias may be identical with the reform described by 
Aristotle. The decree was passed after the restoration of the democracy (Lys. 26.9) and 
probably shortly afterwards. 

19 The main source is Lysias' speech For the Invalid, delivered before the council and 
probably in connection with the 8oKLp.acla TWV a8vvaTwv (Arist. Ath.Pol. 49.4). From some 
casual remarks in Lysias' speech we can infer that the disabled citizens were granted the 
pension individually by apsephisma of the boule (13) and that the dokimasia was repeated 
and the psephisma renewed each and every year (26, if. 7). The pension scheme, however, 
was warranted by an act which in the beginning of the fourth century took the form of a 
psephisma of the demos (Lys. 24.22 if. Hansen 319-20). 

20 Timarchus was a member of the council in 361/0 (Aeschin. 1.109) and again in 347/6 
(Aeschin. 1.80). Since the decree explicitly refers to Philip of Macedon, 347/6 is the only 
possible date. 
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meetings). Furthermore it is decreed that the {£pOI-'V~I-'WV and the 1TvAa
Y6POL in office shall take no part in the extraordinary meeting stipulated at 
the spring meeting of 340/39 (Aeschin. 3.126-27). The decree is in sub
stance proposed and carried by Demosthenes of Paeania and must be 
dated 340139.21 

9. Decree prescribing that all revenue be transferred to the Stratiotic 
Fund (Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 56a). The decree is proposed and carried by 
Demosthenes of Paeania in 339/38.22 

10. Decree empowering the council of the Areopagus to punish any 
offender in accordance with the ancestral laws. The Areopagus is author
ized to inflict even the extreme penalty of the law, and the decision is 
final. A man sentenced to death by the Areopagus can be executed im
mediately.23 The decree is proposed and carried by Demosthenes of 
Paeania and must be dated 338/37. It is probably passed immediately 
after the defeat at Chaeronea. 24 

II. Decree prescribing that those leaving the country in times of danger 
be liable to a charge of treason (Lycurg. 1.53). The decree must be dated 
338/37 and is probably passed immediately after the defeat at Chaeronea.25 

Eleven examples constitute a small but not inconsiderable part of 
219 psephismata. But in our analysis the date of the decrees must be 
taken into account. 1-6 are passed in 403/2 or shortly afterwards. 
Consequently, all six decrees are probably earlier than the nomothesia 
by nomothetai and the distinction between nomoi and psephismata.26 

8-11 are passed by the ecclesia during the final war against Philip of 

21 The tenninus post quem is the spring meeting of the synedrion held in March ( ?) 339, the 
tenninus ante quem is the extraordinary summer meeting held in May/June(?) 339. 

22 In the archonship of Lysimachides but, according to Philochorus, before Philip's 
capture of Elatea in Nov. ( ?) 339. 

23 Din. 1.62,82-83, if. 9 and 112. Trials heard by the Areopagus and warranted by this 
decree are recorded in Din 1.62, Aeschin. 3.252, Lycurg. 1.52. 

24 We know from Dem. 59.80 that the Areopagus was not authorized to inflict any 
punishment except minor fines. So the tenninus post quem is ca 340, and the tenninus ante quem 
is the period after the battle of Chaeronea when the assembly passed the decree that those 
leaving the country in times of danger be liable to a charge of treason (infra no.II). The 
Areopagus passed several sentences of death in accordance with this decree (Lycurg. 1.52, 
Aeschin. 3.252), and the two decrees are probably contemporaneous. The public action 
warranted by Demosthenes' decree must not be confused with the a'fl'cltpac" introduced ca 
350 B.C. Cf. M. H. Hansen, Eisangelia (Odense 1975) 39-40. 

25 Cf. supra n.24. 
26 Consequently I have omitted Tisamenus' decree regulating the revision of the law 

code (Andoc. 1.83-84) and Phormisius' decree that citizen rights be reserved for those 
who owned landed property (Lys. 34). Phormisius' decree was probably proposed and 
rejected before the archonship of Euclides (if. Arist. Ath.Pol. 41.1). 
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Macedon, and at least two of them (10-11) are decisions made 
immediately after the defeat at Chaeronea when the Athenians were 
panic-stricken and probably took no notice of constitutional formali
ties that may have caused delay. The conclusion is that, apart from a 
short period of crisis in 339-38, there is in the literary sources only 
one example of the ecclesia having legislated by psephisma in the fourth 
century, viz. Timarchus' ban on export of weapons to Philip of 
Macedon. 

III 

In the preceding section I hope to have demonstrated that the 
Athenians in the fourth century did not legislate through psephismata. 
I shall now turn to an examination of the opposite problem: do the 
nomoi preserved on stone or paraphrased in the speeches include 
individual rules of temporary validity which ought to have been 
enacted by the ecclesia as psephismata? Among the more than one 
hundred nomoi quoted or discussed by the orators, I have not found 
one single instance of this. All nomoi are what they should be: general 
standing rules binding on all Athenians for an unlimited period. 
The epigraphical evidence, on the other hand, is more controversial 
and must be discussed in some detail. 

Of the six nomoi preserved on stone five are general permanent 
rules, viz. the law on silver coinage (Hesperia 43 [1974] 157-88), the 
law on Eleusinian first-fruits (IG IP 140), the tyranny law (SEG 
XII 87), the law on the Panathenaea (SEG XVIII 13) and the 
complex religious law on some offerings (IG IP 333). The sixth 
nomos, however, deals with a particular case, viz. the rebuilding of the 
walls around the Piraeus; and moreover three honorary decrees 
include a provision that the psephisma be referred to the nomothetai for 
ratification (IG IP 222.41-52; IG IP 330.18-23; Syll.3 298.35-41). 

The law on the rebuilding of the walls and the three references in 
honorary decrees to the nomothetai have one thing in common: the 
nomothetai are requested to pass a finance bill. At this point let us 
remember that in the fourth century the Athenian financial adminis
tration was based on an annual merismos. I shall quote a passage from 
Rhodes, op.cit. (supra n.2) 103: "In the fourth century, with its 
IUPLC,.,,6c, we reach a more advanced level of financial organization. 
Whereas previously, so far as we can tell, every payment from the 
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public treasury was earmarked for a particular purpose, various 
~pxat were now given an annual allowance for their ordinary 
expenses, which presumably was theirs to spend without further 
interference, so long as they could satisfy the boards oflogistae in the 
check made every prytany, and in the final examination after their 
year of office. A few of the allocations are known: in 357/6 Midias as 
treasurer of the Paralus had 12 talents to spend; in the 320s the 
L€PWV ETTLCK€Vacrat received t a talent a year and the epimeletae of 
the Great Dionysia It talents ... " The important question is, who 
was responsible for the merismos? Although it was undoubtedly sub
ject to frequent revisions, it was by nature a general permanent rule. 
The merismos was in practice annual because the appropriations ran 
for one year at a time, but that does not imply that the merismos 
itself had to be renewed every year. Many boards of officials seem to 
have received the same amount year after year.27 The merismos was in 
principle permanent, and so it ought to be a nomos passed by the 
nomothetai. 28 This inference is confirmed by several sources. Both the 
Stratiotic and the Theoric Funds were regulated through nomoi,29 
and I have previously argued that both funds were financed through 
annual appropriations.30 Demosthenes states in the Third Olynthiac 
that any transference of money from the Theoric Fund can be made 
only through a nomos passed by the nomothetai.31 And the assumption 
that all appropriations were based on a nomos finds some support 
from various decrees preserved on stone.32 Now both the rebuilding 
of the walls and the three honorary decrees referred to the nomothetai 
for ratification relate to revisions of or additions to the merismos. 

27 E.g. the lEPWV €TnCKEvacra{ receiving thirty minae a year (Arist. Ath.Pol. 50.1) and the 
epimeletai of the Greater Dionysia receiving 100 minae (Arist. Ath.Pol. 56.4). Cf, Rhodes, 
op.cit. (supra n.2) 103. 

28 This is also the position of Rhodes, op.cit. (supra n.2) 101. According to A. H. M. 
Jones, Athenian Democracy (Oxford 1957) 102, the sums were allocated either by law or-by 
decree of the people. 

29 The Stratiotic Fund: Dem. 59.4; the Theoric Fund: Dem. 3.11. Similarly a nomos 
had to be passed by the nomothetai in order to provide money for the Lesser Panathenaea 
first in 353/2 (Dem. 24.26-29) and again in 336-34 (SEG XVIII 13). Cf, D. M. Lewis, 
"Law on the Lesser Panathenaia," Hesperia 28 (1959) 245-47. 

30 M. H. Hansen, "The Theoric Fund and the graphe paranomon against Apollodorus," 
GRBS 17 (1976) 241ff. 

31 Dem. 3.10. Cf, Hansen, op.cit. (supra n.30) 236-37 with n.lO. 
32IG IP 29.18-22, IG IP 354.30-31. 
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1. IG IP 244 is a nomos passed by the nomothetai. It is presumably not a 
decision to rebuild the walls; it deals primarily with the financing of the 
rebuilding and the administration of the money set off for the purpose.33 

On the analogy of the Stratiotika and the Theorika the Athenians have 
introduced a special appropriation TO: T€£X07TOtLKa (lines 18, 21, 31, 37, 40, 
44). The rebuilding is expected to last several years, and the nomos includes a 
reference to a previous nomos (line 13) probably dealing with the same 
subject. The nomos does not refer to any named person. On the other hand 
it relates to a particular case,34 and it cannot be described as a general, 
permanent rule. 

The three psephismata ratified by the nomothetai are undoubtedly 
individual decisions since they all relate to named persons. 

2. IG IJ2 222 is a citizenship decree for Pisithides of Delos. Among the 
honours bestowed is a pension to be paid out to Pisithides until he returns 
to Delos. The Tap.lac TOV o~p.ov is instructed to payout a daily allowance of 
one drachma, and the 7Tp6€opot of the next session of the nomothetai are 
instructed to propose a supplementary appropriation to the effect that the 
a7ToO'KTat shall transfer the amount to the Tap.lac each and every year: 
ev oE TOtC vop.oO'Tat[c] T[OVC 7TpO'Op]ovc ot elV 7TPO€OP€VWCtV [Kat T6V e]7T[tC]

TaTTJV 7TPOCVOP.OO€T7J[ cat T6 ap ]yvptOV T[ 0 ]VTO P.€P"€tV T[ OVC a7TOO]'KTac TW' 
Tap.tat TOV o~p.[OV dc TO]V eVtaVTOV EKacTov (41-46). The ratification by the 
nomothetai is a general measure in so far as it results in a revision of the 
annual merismos for an unlimited period of time. On the other hand, it 
relates to a particular case since the money is to be paid out to a named 
person. 

3. IG IJ2 330 is an honorary decree for Phyleus the i€P07TOt6c who is 
awarded a golden crown worth 1000 drs. The Tap.lac TOV o~p.ov is instructed 
to layout the money, but in order that he can have the 1000 drs. refunded 
the 7TPO€OPOt of the next session of the nomothetai are instructed to propose 
supplementary estimates: 07TWC 0' !Xv 0 T[ a ]p.lac a7ToAa,8[ TJ' TO apyvptov T6 
, , ]' ,~ ~ " \' [~ ~" '] €'PTJp.€VOV T OVC 7TPO€OPOVC, 0' av l\axwCt v 7TPWTOV 7TPO€OP€V€£V €£C TOV C 

0 ' 0 ~[ ,~, \' .. "] ,.,,\ \ • VOP.O €TaC 7TPOCVOP.O €TTJ cat 7T€pt TOV aVal\wp.aTOC 07TWC a v Kat 0' al\l\o, 0' 

KaOtCTap.€[VOt i€P07TOtOt qnAonp.WVTa] t 7Tp6c T€ T~V ,8otJA~V Kat T6V o[ 7Jp.ov 
" "']'" , ~ ~, [ ~ 'AO ' ] apX€LV KaTa TOVC VOP.OV C Kat €£va, XPTJC'P-Ot TWt OTJP- w, TWt .N. TJva,wv 
(18-23). The purpose of this act is to exhort future L€P07TOtOt to merit the 
gratitude of the people, but the act itself seems to have been no more than 
an individual decision to grant the Tap-lac TOU S~p-OtJ a supplementary 
appropriation of 1000 drs. to be paid out only once. 

33 Cf. F. G. Maier, Griechische Mauerbauinschriften I (Heidelberg 1959) 36-48. 
34 Both in 395-91 and in 307/6 the decision to rebuild the walls took the form of a 

psephisma. Cf. Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 40 and Maier, op.cit. (supra n.33) 21-36 (the rebuilding 
in 395-91); IG IP 463 and Maier 48-67 (the rebuilding in 307/6). 
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4. Syll.3 298 (=IG VII 4254) is an honorary decree for a board of 
epimeletai (whose names are recorded). Among the honours bestowed is a 
grant of 100 drs. for a sacrifice and a votive offering. The Ta!-,Lac TOU 8~!-,ov 

is instructed to layout the money to the sacrifice, but at the next session of 
the nomothetai (the 1Tp6E~pOL) are instructed to propose a ratification of the 
expense: 80vvaL ~t aVToic Kai. Elc OVcLav Kai. avaOTJ!-,a H ~pax!-,ac' TO 8t 
" [ '] , , fJ' !:' A , , A !:' I .!:' , A apyvp£Ov T 0 ELC T"f]V vnav 1TpooaVELcaL TOV Ta!-'Lav TOV 0"f]!-'ov' EV OE TOLC 

1TPWTOLC Vo!-'ofJETaLc 1TpOCVO!-,ofJE7-fjcaL TOlL Ta!-'[t]aL (35-41).35 The sum may 
seem ridiculously small, but nevertheless the aorist 80vvaL in opposition to 
the present 8L86vaL in line 44 indicates that the nomothetai are asked to vote 
for an once-for-all appropriation of max. 100 drs. 

How can the ratification by the nomothetai of a psephisma be recon
ciled with the principle that a nomos ought to be a general permanent 
rule? Admittedly, since a nomos could be changed only through a new 
nomos and not through a psephisma,36 any revision of the merismos must 
be referred to the nomothetai. Nevertheless it remains a disquieting 
fact that the nomothetai, when ratifying honours bestowed on named 
persons, resorted to ad hominem legislation, which is in conflict with 
the principle that a nomos must be a general rule binding on all 
Athenians. The clash of principles is insurmountable, but the 
Athenians seem to have foreseen the problem and taken their pre
cautions. In the law delimiting the concept of nomos there is an 
additional provision which has troubled many scholars and has not 
yet been satisfactorily explained: JLTiS~ £71" avSpt v6JLov £~EivaL fJEivaL • 

• , \ , ., ., A 'AfJ ' ., "1: \' <;;:'1: IQ<;!. Eav JLTi TOV aVTov E71'L 71'aCLV n Tivatotc. Eav JLTi E~ CtKtCXtl\tOtC oo~ T1 KPVJJO"f]V 

ifJ"f]c/n{o!-'EVOLC (Andoc. 1.87). The clause lay JLT] J~aKtCxt'\LOtC S6~T1 
Kp";f1STiV ifJ"f]cPL{O!-'EVOLC is usually rejected as nonsense since it contra
dicts the principle that a nomos must apply to all Athenians, and the 
phrase v6!-,oc £1T' avSpt is sometimes even changed into the term 
ifJ~cPLcJLa £71" avSpt.37 I shall argue, however, that the text of the law is 
sound and can be understood without difficulty. 

The provision for a v6JLoC £71" avSpt is added to the law as an 
exemption clause, and it is in perfect harmony with another exemption 
clause quoted in Dem. 24.45: No CXTLJLoc is allowed to apply for a 

35 Against Dittenberger's interpretation Rhodes has pointed out (op.cit. [supra n.2] 276) 
that the clause to be referred to the nomothetai is contained in lines 35-41 and not in lines 
39-45. 

38 Cj. Hansen 324-25. 
37 E.g. G. Busolt and H. Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde II (Miinchen 1926) 885, 995, 

1000. Quass, op.cit. (supra n.2) 20 with n.108. 
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reduction of his sentence except when he has obtained an aowx 
passed by a quorum of 6000 voting by ballot. It is important to 
notice that the 6000 Athenians do not make any decision on the 
reduction of the sentence; they merely permit that the application be 
made.38 Similarly we must suppose that the 6000 who have to vote 
on a vo!-'oc E7T' avopt do not pass the l~w. They merely permit that a 
v6!-,oc E7T' avop{ be proposed. Now the nomothesia itself was invariably 
conducted by the nomothetai, but it was always initiated in the 
assembly.39 So we may assume that a v6!-,oc E7T' avopt might be passed 
if a quorum of 6000 voting by ballot in the assembly decreed that 
nomothetai be appointed with the purpose of making a decision on the 
proposal. 

This seems to be exactly what happened in those three cases where 
the ecclesia decreed that the grant of a sum of money to a person 
honoured be submitted to the nomothetai for ratification. The money 
is paid out to a named person, but a decision made by the nomothetai 
is a nomos. Consequently the ratification must be a vo!-'oc E7T' avopl. 

My combination of the law in Andoc. 1.87 with the three honorary 
decrees rests upon the assumption that the decision to submit the 
honorary decrees to the nomothetai was passed by a quorum of 6000 
voting by ballot. This assumption can be proved in one case, viz. the 
decree for Pisithides. Among the honours bestowed on Pisithides is 
Athenian citizenship (lines 16-18), and we know from Dem. 59.89 
that a citizenship decree had to be ratified by a quorum of 6000 
voting by ballot. Thus the required quorum must have been present 
in the assembly and must have voted not only for the citizenship 
grant but also for the provision that the decree be submitted to the 
nomothetai for ratification. It can now be assumed, although not 
proved, that the other two honorary decrees as well were passed by 
the required quorum voting by ballot. 

Summing up: all the known exceptions to the principle that a 
nomos ought to be a general permanent rule can be explained as 
revisions of a nomos (the merismos) which ought to take the form of a 
nomos, and moreover as exemptions foreseen by the Athenians in the 
clause describing the conditions for passing a v6!-,oc E7T' avopt. 

38 Andoc. 1.77, bmo';' £rPTJq,lcaVTO Jt0TJva'ioL T';'V aO£Lav 1T£pl (TWV ,hlp.wv Kal> TWV dq,n
.\6VTWV WCT£ Mynv £~£'ivaL Kal £1TLrPTJq,{~£LV, rPTJq,lcacOaL TOV oiip.ov • .. 

39 Dem. 3.10-13, 24.20-23; Aeschin. 3.38-39. 
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IV 

These conclusions are in conflict with the accepted view according 
to which there was little or no difference in substance between nomoi 
and psephismata, since general permanent rules were frequently 
passed as psephismata whereas individual decisions sometimes were 
made by the nomothetai. The foundation of the traditional view is the 
general description of radical democracy in the Politics of Aristotle 
combined with one passage in the Ath.Pol. and one in Demosthenes' 
speech Against Leptines (if. the references supra n.2). 

1. Aristotle states in the Politics that the sovereignty of the demos in a 
radical democracy supersedes the sovereignty of the nomos so that all 
decisions are made as psephismata by the ecclesia.40 

2. Since the fourth-century Athenian constitution is classified by 
Aristotle as a radical democracy,41 it is a priori probable that Aristotle's 
general description of psephismata in a radical democracy applies to Athens. 

3. This inference is confirmed by Aristotle's description of Athens' 
eleventh constitution, in which 7TavTa BtOtKE'iTat "'TJq,{c!-'anv Kat BtKacTTJpfmc 

(Arist. Ath.Pol. 41.2), and by Demosthenes' scornful remark in the Leptines 
speech that "'TJq,tc!-'aTwv . .. ouB' O'TtOVV Btaq,'povcw ot vo!-'Ot (Dem. 20.92). 

Apparently this is a reasonable line of argument, but it is based on 
Arist. Ath.Pol. 41.2 and Dem. 20.91, and neither source is straight
forward and uncontroversial. In Ath.Pol. 41.2 it is worth noticing 
that nomoi (and nomothetai) are passed over in silence and the dis
tinction made is between a type of enactment (psephismata) and a 
body of government (dicasteria). Since both the nomothetai (making 
the laws) and the dicastai (manning the courts) were appointed from 
among the 6000 jurors, we cannot preclude the possibility that 
Aristotle draws a distinction between the ecclesia (passing psephismata) 
and the dicasteria (pronouncing judgements and making nomoi). 
Moreover, Aristotle is highly critical of democracy, and I find it 
hazardous to trust, without further evidence, what is said about 
radical democracy by a man who detests that form of constitution. 

Dem. 20.92 is an even more controversial passage. First, Demos
thenes' discussion of nomothesia in the Leptines speech is deliberately 
blurred, and most scholars agree that he attempts to deceive the 

40 Arist. Pol. 1292a5-7, 24, 35; 1293a9-1O; 1298b13-15; 1305a32; 131Oa3-4; 1317b28-
30. 

41 Arist. Pol. 1274a7-11; 1319b21; Ath.Pol. 41.2. 
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court by a fallacious interpretation of the legislative procedure. 42 

Second, even if we take Demosthenes' statements at their face value, 
they do not constitute any evidence that the Athenian ecclesia 
legislated through psephismata. Demosthenes criticizes some politicians 
for having introduced (unconstitutionally?) a new and debased form 
of nomothesia by which it is easier to propose and carry a nomos. The 
result has been a greater number of nomoi, sometimes even conflicting 
nomoi and, worst of all, nomoi are frequently passed after the psephis
mata although the psephismata ought to be warranted by the nomoi. 
On the other hand, the politicians are accused neither of having 
abolished nomothesia by the nomothetai nor again of having allowed the 
ecclesia to arrogate to itself legislative powers by passing general 
permanent rules as psephismata. 

In short, neither Arist. Ath.Pol. 41.2 nor Dem. 20.92 can be ad
duced in support of the statement that the ecclesia legislated through 
psephismata, and furthermore, in opposition to the two passages 
discussed, we have a greater number of sources showing that the 
Athenians themselves respected the nomoi as the foundation of the 
democracy43 and regarded the nomoi and not the ecclesia as the 

• 44 ~, I "(J .,." ~ '" \ ~ sovereIgn proper: ow; n OLE"C E", W avopE"C, TOVC j1-E"V v0j1-0VC KallWC 

~ (J , ~, .1. ./.. I l' ~ I \ ~ , \ \ I 
KHC aL, Ta OE" ~7]~LCj1-aTa ELvaL T7]C 1TOIlEWC KaTaOEE"CTEpa, KaL Tac KPLCELC 

, I \, '" ~ ,,,, \ 'i:. '\' I , I 
EVLOTE Tac EV TOLC otKaCT7]pLOLC EXEtV E"1TL1TIl7]~HC; eyw Tac TOVTWV aLnac 

, ~ 'e " \ \ I '(J (J ,\ ~ ~ I ,~, ~ 
E1TLDELs W. OTt TOVC fLE"V VOfLOVC 'TL EC E E1TL 1TaCL OLKaLOLC •• • EV OE" 'TaLC 

, \ I \ ~ ~ , \\' './..' ~" \ \ 
E"KKIl7]CLaLC KaL 'TOLC oLKaCT7]pLOLC 1TOllllaKtC a"f'E"j1-E"VOt 'TWV HC av'TO 'TO 

~ \ , • \ ~ ., \ - .\ Y , • I (J 
1Tpayj1-a Iloywv, V1TO T7]C a1TaT7]C KaL TWV allaSOVE"Vj1-aTWV V1TaYE"C E", ••• 

(Aeschin. 1.177-78). 
These reservations considerably reduce the evidential value of the 

two passages usually adduced in support of the assumption that 
Aristotle has Athens in mind when he writes about nomos and 

42 Cf. M. H. Hansen, "Athenian Nomothesia in the Fourth Century B.C. and Demosthe
nes' Speech Against Leptines," paper delivered in Chantilly in] une 1977 and to be published 
in Akten der Gesellschaftfur griechische und hellenistische Rechtsgeschichte. Cf. H.]. Wolff, "'Nor
menkontrolle' und Gesetzesbegriffin der attischen Demokratie," SBHeidelb. Abh.2 (1970) 
35-37, pace D. M. MacDowell, "Law-making at Athens in the Fourth Century B.C.," 

JHS 95 (1975) 62-74, who reconstructs the Athenian nomothesia on the assumption that 
Demosthenes' description of the 'Solonian' nomothesia is basically to be trusted as a correct 
account of the lawmaking procedure in the first decades of the fourth century. 

43 Dem. 24.5, 25.20-21,26.10; Aeschin 1.4-5,3.6, 169, 196; Lycurg. fr.70. Democracy 
is the constitution characterized by the sovereignty of the laws in contrast to oligarchy and 
tyranny: Dem. 24.75-76; Aeschin. 1.5,3.6. 

44 Dem. 21.150,188; 22.45-46; 23.73; 24.155-56, 212-14, 216; 26.8. Hyperid. 3.5. 
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psephisma in a radical democracy. Instead of relying on generaliza
tions in two debatable sources, scholars ought in my opinion to 
concentrate on the decisions actually made by the Athenians in the 
period 403-322. From the inscriptions and the literary sources we 
know about the contents of some six hundred psephismata and more 
than one hundred nomoi. For students of ancient history this is an 
enormous amount of evidence. If scholars are right in assuming that 
the distinction between nomoi and psephismata was disregarded by the 
Athenians, we should have no difficulty in finding scores of examples 
of general permanent rules passed as psephismata and individual 
temporary rules taking the form of nomoi. Nevertheless the examples 
adduced by those who discuss the question are astonishingly few and 
most of them must be questioned. On the other hand, it is a curious 
fact that historians hardly ever refer to any of the few unquestionable 
examples of legislation through psephismata discussed above on 
pp.36-38 and dated within the periods 403-402 and 339-338. 
Harrison, Ehrenberg, Ostwald and de Romilly give no examples at 
all. Rhodes and Quass refer in their notes to a few sources, and 
Kahrstedt has a short discussion in the text. An examination of the 
evidence adduced by Kahrstedt, Quass and Rhodes (opp.citt. supra 
n.2) gives the following result. 

1. Kahrstedt bases his discussion on the Heliastic Oath: "Neben 
der behandelten Art der Nomothesie setzt aber das 4. Jahrh. auch 
eine Gesetzgebung durch das Yolk voraus ... Der Richtereid des 
4. Jahrh. verpflichtet die Heliasten auf die Nomoi und die Psephismen 
von Rat und Yolk, d.h. auf die normal mit Probouleuma zustande 
gekommenen Volksbeschliisse. Die populare Begriffsbestimmung 
von [Plat.] OPOt 415B, nach der Nomoi dauernde, Psephismen ein
malige Anordnungen sind, versagt hier vollig, die letzteren miissten 
dann fUr den betr. Prozess erlassen sein und das Urteil prajudizieren, 
das ist die einzige Art von Psephismen, die in Athen absolut un
moglich ist" (12-13). Kahrstedt's interpretation of the Heliastic 
Oath is one of his major fallacies and is disproved by, e.g., Dem. 47, 
where a trierarch addresses the jurors and invokes both the nomoi 
(regulating the naval administration in general) and several 
psephismata (dealing with the fitting out of the squadron in question). 45 

45 Either two or three decrees concerning the recovering of naval equipment from 
former trierarchs. (A) The recently appointed trierarchs are entrusted with the collection 
of the equipment, and the £7T'I'EAT]Tai TWV vEwplwv are instructed to perform a sortition by 
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Similarly, most of the other sources adduced by Kahrstedt are in 
perfect agreement with the definitions given in [Pl.] Dif. 4l5B, 
according to which nomoi are permanent and psephismata temporary 
enactments. The only passages cited which may support Kahrstedt's 
assertion are Dem. 57.30, OU p.ovov 7Tapa Ta 'fTJcfolcp.aTa 46 Ta 7T€p't T~V 

eX:yopav ~"f3a;v.€v ~p.a.c Euf3ovAt~7Jc, &'\'\a Ka't 7Tapa TOVC vop.ovc . .• , and 
Dem. 44.38, TOV DE 7Tapa TO 'f~1>LC/La TO V/LET€POV &~LOVV'Ta TO O€WPLKOV 
\ f3' \'.J..~' \ '0 ' " 'c" ~, I\a/L aV€LV, 7TpLV €yypa'fJ7JvaL €tC TOVC TpVV€aC, OVTa €~ €T€POV 07J/LOV, 

TOVTOV OVK OL€CO€ TOV K'\~POV 7Tapa TOVC VO/LOVC a/LcPLcf37JT€iv; In Dem. 
57.30 T<X 'fTJcP{C/LaTa T<X 7T€P£ T~V ayopav may have been general stand
ing rules regulating the trade in the Agora, but they may as well have 
been individual and temporary enactments. We do not know. The 
same objection applies to the psephisma in Dem. 44.38. There is some 
evidence that the amount paid out as theorica varied from festival to 
festival. 47 If so, the rate and method of payment must have been 
fixed in every individual case through a psephisma TOV 8~/Lov, and any 
illegal attempt to obtain theorica would be an infringement of the 
psephisma in question. So there is no reason to assume that the 
psephisma regulating the theoric payment at the Panathenaea in one 
of the years around 330 is one of the general standing rules for the 
Theoric Fund referred to by Demosthenes in 3.10-11 as 01. 7T€PL nov 

O€WPLKWV vO/Lo£. 
2. According to Quass (op.cit. 71) "konnte ... die Volksversamm-

which the former trierarchs owing equipment are distributed among the trierarchs in 
office and the epimeletai of the symmories. (B) Decree regulating the distribution offormer 
trierarchs owing naval equipment among the trierarchs in office. (C) Decree prescribing 
confiscation of property if anybody in possession of naval equipment belonging to the 
state refuses to give it up or if anybody owning naval equipment refuses to sell it. All 
decrees must be dated 357/6 (Dem. 47.44). (A) is described in §21 and read out to the 
jurors after §20. (B) is described as £T£POV tP~t/>LCl-'a 8~l-'ov in §21 and is read out after §24. 
(C) is paraphrased by §44 and is read out after §44. (C) may be a part of either (A) or (B). 
(A) and (B) are referred to in the plural in §§22, 25, 29, 30, 37 and 80 and are read out to 
the jurors after §40. 

46 Til tP"1t/>lCl-'aTa codd.: TO tP~t/>LCl-'a Blass coli. §7. If we adopt the correction proposed by 
Blass (as most editors do), the reference is to Demophilus' psephisma about the revision of 
the citizen rolls and not to some psephismata concerning the Agora (the passage is mis
translated by Gernet in the Bude edition). The decree is erroneously described as a nomos 
by Dion.Hai. Isaeus 16 p.617 and in hypo Dem. 57. 

47 Hyperid. 1.26 and Din. 1.56. I follow J. Van Ooteghem (EtCl I [1932] 406) and 
J. J. Buchanan (Theorika [New York 1962] 85) in assuming that the five drachmae are a 
one-lump-handout and not a sum "Conon may well have drawn over several years" 
(jones, up.cit. [supra n.28] 33). 
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lung Beschliisse mit dem sachlichen Gehalt von Gesetzen fassen." 
But he adduces only two examples, viz. the charter of the Second 
Athenian Confederacy (IG IP 43.35ff) 48 and the regulations of the 
lesser Panathenaea (SEG XVIII 13+IG IP 334). In n.114, however, 
Quass admits himself that neither example is valid, and this cautious 
remark is much nearer the truth. IG IP 43.35ff is a provision that no 
Athenian citizen may acquire landed property in the territory of the 
allies. It is a general standing rule, but it deals with foreign policy and 
is not an Athenian nomos in the proper sense (if. supra p.31). Conse
quently it is laid down that any infringement of the provision be 
referred to the synedrion of the allies (and not to an Athenian 
dicasterion). On IG IP 334 and SEG XVIII 13 if. supra p.34. 

3. Rhodes states that "vofLo{hcla was presumably regarded as more 
solemn and binding than the enactment of ifrfJcf>lcJL(1.'Ta, but the meas
ures which have survived suggest that the Athenians failed to live up 
to this ideal (49-50). Whenever it was possible, the Athenians 
continued to express their will in 1/J7]cf>lcfLa'Ta • •. (52)." In illustration 
of how the Athenians disregarded the distinction between nomoi and 
psephismata Rhodes cites three psephismata concerning the Theoric 
Fund: the psephisma referred to in Dem. 44.38, Apollodorus' psephisma 
of 348 concerning the surplus of the administration (Dem. 59.4) and 
Demosthenes' psephisma of 339 that all money be transferred from the 
Theoric to the Stratiotic Fund (Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 56a). The 
psephisma in Dem. 44.38 is adduced also by Kahrstedt and is dis
cussed above on p.4 7. Apollodorus' decree is commonly believed to 
be a permanent psephisma transferring money from the Theoric to 
the Stratiotic Fund. In a previous article,49 however, I have argued 
that it is no more than a provision that the ecclesia, on one particular 
occasion, shall take the vote on whether the surplus ('T<X 7T€ptOV'Ta) be 
used as Theorica or as Stratiotica. If I am right in my interpretation, 
the distinction between general nomoi and individual psephismata is 
respected by Apollodorus. His decree is probably paranomon, but it is 
not a permanent provision passed as a psephisma. Demosthenes' 
decree, on the other hand, is indeed a permanent rule which ought 
to have been enacted by the nomothetai. It has been discussed above 
on p.38 as one of the four psephismata unconstitutionally passed by the 

48 Adduced also by BusoIt, op.cit. (supra n.2) 458 n.5. 
49 Op.cit. (supra n.30) 244-45. 
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ecclesia during the final war against Philip of Macedon. Summing up: 
the assumption that the Athenians in the fourth century legislated 
through psephismata passed by the ecclesia is unfounded and contra
dicted by the sources. 

v 
My conclusion will, undoubtedly, be countered by the question: 

is it believable that all legislation rested with the nomothetai when 
references to nomothesia in our sources are so scarce and scattered? 
I shall round off my investigation with an answer to this question, or 
rather with three answers, since we have three different types of 
source material: (a) enactments of the Athenians preserved on stone, 
(b) enactments quoted or referred to in the forensic speeches and 
(c) a systematic description of the Athenian fourth-century con
stitution in Arist. Ath.Pol. 42-69. 

(a) The epigraphical evidence comprises some 480 psephismata as 
against only 6 nomoi passed by the nomothetai. But in any society 
individual temporary decisions are made much more frequently than 
general permanent rules, and so it is only natural that the number of 
preserved nomoi is much smaller than the number of psephismata. The 
ecclesia met forty times every year50 and passed, say, ten psephismata 
during a single session.51 In the speech Against Timocrates 142, 
Demosthenes criticizes the Athenians for making new nomoi almost 
every month. 52 Demosthenes is probably exaggerating, but even if 
we take his statement at face value, we arrive at a total of say, 
twenty-five nomoi per annum as against some four hundred 
psephismata. 

On the other hand we know of more than one hundred nomoi 
quoted or referred to in the forensic speeches. Of these only the 
homicide law is preserved on stone. The survey of psephismata (supra 
n.12) shows that the epigraphical evidence is stereotyped and gives a 
distorted picture of the decisions made by the Athenians. Conversely, 
the few unquestionable examples of general permanent rules cut in 
stone are either demonstrably enactments of the nomothetai or 
fragmentary enactments which may prove to be decisions made by 

50 Cf. M. H. Hansen, "How Often Did the Ecclesia Meet?" GRBS 18 (1977) 67ff. 
51 Cf. M. H. Hansen, "How Did the Athenian Ecclesia Vote?" GRBS 18 (1977) 127-28. 
52 Cf. also Dem. 20.91; Isoc. 8.50,12.144,15.82. 
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the nomothetai if a new fragment turns up inscribed with the enactment
formula or the publication-formula. 53 

So the epigraphical evidence, for what it is worth, supports and 
does not contradict the assumption that the ecclesia did not legislate 
in fourth-century Athens. The proper question is not, why are so 
few enactments of the nomothetai preserved on stone, but rather, why 
are so few general permanent rules preserved on stone? I suggest two 
possible answers to this question. (1) Both nomoi and psephismata were 
frequently cut in stone, but the nomoi were published in such a way or 
set up in such a place that most of them are lost, whereas accidentally 
a higher proportion of psephismata has been preserved. (2) The idea 
of a law code cut in stone had to be abandoned a few years after the 
democratic restoration, and henceforth nomoi were published on 
some more perishable material and kept in the Metroon (if. supra 
n.7). 

A psephisma would eventually become a dead letter but did not 
need any revision while in force. A nomos was a permanent rule but 
subject to revision that could only with difficulty be executed on a 
stone. Publication of nomoi on stone may have been the exception 
rather than the rule. Lycurgus, for example, assumes in his speech 
Against Leocrates that, regularly, the only text of a law was the 
original which was kept in the Metroon (Lycurg. 1.66). 

(b) In the forensic speeches there are hundreds of references to 
the demos = the ecclesia as against only a few scattered accounts of 
nomothesia by nomothetai. The orators, however, frequently quote or 
paraphrase a nomos, but it is always the content of the nomos that is 
discussed, and the orators show little or no interest in the questions 
how and by whom the nomos was made. 54 But the psephismata dis-

53 Cf. supra pp.33-35 nos. 4-6 and 10. 
54 For references in the speeches to the nomothetai if. Hansen 321 n.22. For references to 

the jurors if. ibidem n.23. Apart from the nomothetai or the jurors (= the audience), when an 
orator mentions the legislator, the reference is either to Draco (Andoc. 1.81ff; Dem. 
20.158; 23.25, 27, 29, 51, 62; 24.211; 47.71; Aeschin. 1.6ff) or to Solon (Andoc. 1.81ff, 95, 
Ill; Lys. 10.15; 30.2, 26, 28; Dem. 18.6; 20.90, 93,102-04; 22.25, 30; 24.103,106,113, 
142, 148, 211; 26.23; 36.27; 42.1; 43.62, 66-67, 78; 44.67-68; 48.56-57; 57.31-32; 
Aeschin 1.6ff, 13ff, 183; 3.2, 175-76, 257; Hyperid. 5.22) or to some named or unnamed 
politician. The politicians named as legislators are Tisamenus and Nicomachus (Lys. 
30.28), Aristophon (Dem. 57.32), Demosthenes (Dem. 18.102ff, 320; Aeschin. 3.222; 
Hyperid. fr.160), Leptines (Dem. 20.3 et passim), Midias (Dem. 21.173), Timocrates 
(Dem. 24.1 et passim), Eudemus (Dem. 24.138), Philippus (Dem. 24.138), Periandrus 
(Dem. 47.21). Frequently the reference is to some unnamed politician (& vop.o8ETTle. & TOV 

vop.ov O£le or nOde etc.). In some of these passages the orator probably has Solon in mind: 
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cussed usually relate to foreign policy, and there is hardly any 
evidence of general permanent rules which ought to have been 
passed as nomoi. So the question, why are references to the nomothetai 
so scarce? must be countered by the questions, why are references to 
those who made the nomoi so scarce and why is it impossible in several 
thousand pages to find no more than five unquestionable examples 
of general permanent rules enacted by the ecclesia in the form of a 
psephisma ?55 

A plausible explanation may be that the passing of a nomos (binding 
on the Athenians and relating to domestic policy) was usually a much 
less controversial issue than the passing of a psephisma (frequently 
relating to foreign policy). It is worth noticing that we have preserved 
thirty-nine examples of ypacp~ TTapav6f.Lwv (against psephismata) where
as there are only six known instances of the ypacp~ v6f.Lov f.L~ €7TLT~Se£OV 

(}e'ivat (against nomoi).56 Psephismata passed by the ecclesia seem to have 
been questioned far more frequently than the few nomoi passed by the 
nomothetai; and a psephisma, especially a psephisma relating to foreign 
policy, was often the result of a violent struggle between opposing 
politicians, so that the orators tend to discuss the enactment as well 
as the content of a psephisma. Aeschines may be right in his assertion 57 

that the passing of nomoi caused much less trouble than the enactment 
of psephismata in the ecclesia and the administration of justice in the 
dicasteria. Complaints of the legislative procedure are concentrated in 
speeches delivered in a ypacp~ v6f.Lov f.L~ €7TLT~Se£OV 8eivat (Dem. 20 and 
24) where it is almost impossible to decide to what extent the 
criticism of the legislation is rhetorical exaggeration. 

(c) In Aristotle's Constitution of Athens the nomothetai are passed over 
in silence. Does that mean that nomothesia had been abolished after 
329/858 or stopped being of any importance? Certainly not. Argu
menta e silentio of this kind based on the Constitution of Athens are of no 
value whatsoever. Two simple observations can be adduced in 

Lys. 1.33,26.9; Is. 2.13; 11.3, 12; Dem. 19.7,239; 20.91, 22.11, 23.86; 24.51,114,116, 
119, 142; 36.25; 44.49,58; 47.3, 58.11; Aeschin. 1.160, 165; 3.11, 14, 16-18,20-21,26, 
31, 33-34, 47; Hyperid. 5.16; Din. fr.60.2. (The references given in this note are fairly 
exhaustive but not complete.) 

55 Cf. supra pp.37-38 nos. 7-11. 
56 Cf. Hansen, op.cit. (supra n.13) 46-47. 
57 Aeschin. 1.177-78 quoted above on p.45. 
58 The last references to the norrwthetai are Aeschin. 3.38-40 (from 330/29, if. Dion.Hal. 

Ad Amm. 12, Plut. Dem. 24) and Syll.3 298.35-41 (from 329/28). 
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support of this assertion. First, the ecclesia receives no independent 
treatment in Aristotle's systematic description of the Athenian 
constitution but is merely described in three notes in the section 
dealing with the boule. 59 If the relative importance of the bodies of 
government in fourth-century Athens had to be assessed on the basis 
of the Ath.Pol., the conclusion would be that the ecclesia was much 
inferior to the boule, the archai and the dicasteria. Second, apart from 
three scattered remarks,60 the council of the Areopagus is not dealt 
with in the systematic part of the Ath.Pol., and this in spite of the fact 
that the powers of the Areopagus were considerably extended during 
the fourth century, especially in the period after 338.61 So it is 
impossible to deduce anything from Aristotle's silence about the 
nomothetai. 

VI 

In conclusion: shortly after the restoration of the democracy in 
403/2, and probably in connection with the revision of the law code, 
the Athenians introduced a distinction both in form and in substance 
between nomoi and psephismata. In future any general permanent rule 
had to be passed by the nomothetai as a nomos, whereas the powers of 
the ecclesia were restricted to foreign policy and, in domestic policy, 
to the passing of individual rules and/or rules with a limited period of 
validity. The extensive source material of the period 403/2-322/1 
shows that the distinction was, by and large, respected by the 
Athenians. We have no examples of the ecclesia having passed a 
nomos, or of the nomothetai having enacted a psephisma. In the literary 
sources we have a few examples of general permanent rules taking 
the form of a psephisma passed by the ecclesia. But these examples must 
be dated within the period when the Athenians were engaged in the 
final war with Philip of Macedon. Conversely, there are, among the 
nomoi preserved on stone, a few examples of individual rules passed as 
nomoi, but all are in conformity with an exemption clause according 
to which a v6J.LoC ETr' avSpt may be passed (by the nomothetai) if the 
ecclesia gives its permission to ad hominem legislation by a vote requiring 
a quorum of 6000 voting by ballot. So the distinction between nomos 

59 Arist. Ath.Pol. 43.4-6, 44.2-4, 45.4. 
60 Arist. Ath.Pol. 57.3-4, 59.6, 60.2. 
61 Cf, Busolt, op.cit. (supra n.2) 926. 
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and psephisma was not disregarded by the Athenians, and the 
inference is that the ecclesia, in the fourth century, had no legislative 
powers in the proper sense. Its influence was restricted to initiating 
legislation by voting that nomothetai be appointed for the purpose of 
passing or rejecting a bill proposed by a private citizen on his own 
initiative.62 
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62 After this article was accepted for publication I have seen D. M. MacDowell, The 
Law in Classical Athens (London 1978). I am much in sympathy with his brief remarks on 
p.49 about legislation by nomothetai. I should like to thank Dr Rhodes for reading and 
commenting on a draft of this paper. His notes have been most helpful, and he has saved 
me from two errors. Furthermore, I should like to express my gratitude to Statens 
Humanistiske Forskningsrad for defraying the costs of a visit to Cambridge. 


